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EDITORIAL

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

Percutaneous coronary intervention  
of chronic total occlusion and bifurcation: 

Different strategies to succeed
Nicolas Boudou, Olivier Darremont

Interventional Cardiology Department, Clinique Saint Augustin, Bordeaux, France

This editorial 
accompanies  

the article  
on page 24

When treating a chro-
nic total occlusion (CTO), 
bifurcation lesions are ob-
served in nearly one third 
of cases.

The presence of a bifurcation within or adja-
cent (≤ 5 mm) to a CTO has been associated with 
increased probability of procedural complications, 
while the loss of relevant side branches has an 
adverse impact on short- and long-term clinical 
outcome during CTO percutaneous coronary in-
tervention (PCI) [1–4].

Subintimal shift (SIS) is a potential mecha-
nism of branch occlusion observed during PCI for 
bifurcation lesions. In the present original article, 
Gutiérrez-Chico et al. [5] highlight the diagnosis 
criteria of this complication in the context of CTO 
PCI in order to sensitize the interventional com-
munity.

Subintimal shift is defined as a complete oc-
clusion or worsening ≥ 30% diameter stenosis of  
a segment of the CTO bifurcation lesion, occurring 
after balloon inflation or stent deployment.

When considering strategies for crossing CTO 
involving a bifurcation, operators must consider 
the risk of side branch (SB) occlusion due to SIS 
(dissection flap) or plaque shift (carina shift, hema-

toma). The rule is to wire 
both branches within the 
distal true lumen, but a sub-
intimal crossing may induce 
a dissection and an intimo-
medial flap in front of its 
carina. The risk increases 
in case of a sub-intimal 
tracking with reentry near 
the bifurcation (5 mm distal 
or proximal to the carina).

Intracoronary imaging, especially intravascu-
lar ultrasound (IVUS) (without dye injection) is 
recommended for a better understanding of this 
phenomenon, by showing the guidewire’s position: 
extraplaque, intraplaque into the true lumen or the 
false lumen.

Thereafter, knowing the intra- or extraplaque 
wire location prior stent deployment will help the 
operators to prevent a branch occlusion.

Strategies to cross the CTO and reach 
both branches and distal true lumen

Since different approaches (antegrade wir-
ing, antegrade dissection and reentry, retrograde 
wiring and retrograde dissection and reentry) are 
available to perform the CTO crossing, selected 
crossing strategies should take the risk of SIS into 
consideration, based on the location of the CTO 
segment within the bifurcation:

 — True bifurcation where the main branch (MB) 
is occluded and the SB presents greater than  
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a 50% diameter stenosis lesion, or a bifurca-
tion within the CTO involving both branches;

 — False bifurcation where only the MB is dis-
eased: CTO within the proximal MB (1,0,0 
Medina lesion) or CTO within distal main 
branch (0,1,0 Medina lesion).
This is why the global CTO crossing algorithm 

[6] and the EuroCTO Club consensus [7] recom-
mends the use of the retrograde approach when there 
is a bifurcation at the distal cap in order to protect or 
save one of the two branches of the bifurcation.

A major SB should be wired to prevent its 
occlusion by using specific devices such as dual 
lumen microcatheter [8], especially if two stents 
are necessary.

For antegrade crossing, particularly when 
the bifurcation lesions are located at the distal cap 
(1,0,0 or 1,0,1 Medina lesion), strategies with ante-
grade dissection using the Knuckle wire, ADR, or 
STAR (subintimal tracking and reentry) techniques 
should be avoided.

Ideally, subintimal tracking should be limited, 
as far as possible, to a side branch.

In cases where a retrograde approach has 
been selected with CTO at the distal MB (0,1,0 or 
0,1,1 Medina lesion), it may be safer to perform  
a retrograde crossing with Reverse CART assisted 
by a guide catheter extension to avoid a retrograde 
sub-intimal crossing in front of the carina. 

Moreover, an IVUS guided wiring is also an 
option to minimize the risk of SIS.

What should the operator  
do in case of SIS

In case of SIS, different options are available 
to the operator: 

 — Intracoronary imaging is an excellent tool to 
understand the location of the intimo-medial 
flap in front of its carina, before stenting;

 — In some cases, a stent strategy towards the 
bifurcation may be an option provided that the 
dissection can be sealed without compromis-
ing a branch. 
As suggested by Ojeda et al. [4], bifurcation le-

sions in CTO can be approached similarly to regular 
bifurcation lesions, for which provisional stenting 
is considered the technique of choice. 

However, in case of a large and complex 
SIS with two wires in both distal true lumen,  

a two-stent bifurcation technique could be the best 
option. The key point is to treat the bifurcation 
without guidewire exchange, with no guidewire 
removal prior stenting: systematic T-stenting, 
DK-crush, culotte…

In this original article, Gutiérrez-Chico et al. 
[5] emphasizes how to understand the risk of SIS 
as a potential mechanism of a branch occlusion in 
PCI for CTO involving bifurcation, by presenting 
clinical cases and providing tips and tricks for  
a successful resolution of this complication.
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